Full of Love by FusionBeads.com

Approximate finished length: 18 inches
Beads and other products needed for one necklace:
72 - 4mm Scarlet Swarovski Crystal Bicone Bead – 5328 (04BI1505)
2 - 6mm Scarlet Swarovski Crystal Round Bead – 5000 (06RD0336)
4 - 5mm Silver Plated Base Metal 20 Gauge Open Jump Ring (BM2759)
1 - Base Metal Lobster Claw Clasp - Silver - 9mm (BM3146)
18 inches - Base Metal 2mm Flat Oval Link Cable Chain – Silver (CN3200)
4 feet - FireLine Braided Bead Thread - Crystal Clear - 6 lb - 15 yard spool (SM6281)
Tools needed to complete the necklace:
Tulip Beading Needles - Size 12 (TL2837)
Xuron Thread and Fiber Scissors (TL3000)
Chain Nose Pliers
Wire Cutters
Beading Techniques needed to complete the necklace:
Basic Right Angle Weave
Opening and Closing a Jump Ring
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Instructions to complete “Full of Love” necklace:
Step 1
Cut a piece of thread about 4 feet long. Thread your needle with 4 feet of beading thread.
Step 2
String 4 beads onto your thread. Bring the beads down towards the end of your thread. Go back through the first
bead. This will create a ring or 4-bead unit. Pass your needle back around the ring and exit again from the first
bead strung. String 3 beads, go back through the first bead strung in the first unit, go back up the first and second
beads added to this unit. Repeat until you have a 5-row right angle weave length. (see Basic Right Angle Weave
Technique).
Step 3
Exit your needle through the bead on the right of the last 4-bead unit. String 3 beads. Go back up through the
bead on the right. Go back through all 3 beads; go down the right bead on the second bead unit in the first row.
Add 2 beads. Go through the bottom bead from the first unit in the second row. Repeat until you have a 4-row
right angle weave length.
Step 4
Go out the last bead on the 4-row length, through the right side bead of the first 4-bead unit made from Step 2,
and come out the bottom bead from that 4-bead unit.
Step 5
String one 4mm bead. Go back through the bottom bead from the last 4-bead unit in the 4-row strip. Pull tight.
This will cinch up the end. Go through the last 3 beads in the 4-bead unit.
Step 6
String 3 beads. Go back through the end bead from the last 4-bead unit. Go through the next 2 beads in the 4bead unit so you’re coming out the end bead. Repeat 3 more times.
Step 7
Coming out the last 4-bead unit on the right, string 3 beads. Go back through the side bead on the right and back
through all 3 beads strung.
Step 8
Go back up though the side bead on the right from the third 4-bead unit made. String 2 beads. Go through the top
bead from the first 4-bead unit in this second row, and then back up the side bead from the third 4-bead unit
made.
Step 9
Go back through the top bead from the second 4-bead unit in the strip. String 2 beads; go back down the right
side bead from the third 4-bead unit in the first row. Back through the top bead and 2 beads just strung.
Step 10
Go up the side bead from the first 4-bead unit in the first row. Go through the bead to the right. Add one bead. Go
back through the top bead of the last 4-bead unit strung in the second row. Go back through the 3 beads in that
unit.
Step 11
Go back down the side bead from the fourth bead unit in the second row. Add 2 beads and go down that same
bead on the other side and back through the fourth row side bead.
Step 12
Go back down the second and first right side beads from the second row. String one bead and go back through
the last bead added in the third row. Go back down the second and first beads from the second row again.
Step 13
Go back up the bead added in Step 12. String 3 beads. Go back through the bead added in Step 12 and back up
the next 2 beads. String 3 beads then go back through all beads again. Make a half hitch knot between 2 of the
side beads so you can go the opposite direction with your needle and thread. Come out the top bead (making
sure it is coming out the right side of the bead).
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Step 14
Count 5 beads down along the edge of the beadwork. Go down the 5th and 6th beads on the edge. This will bring
the beads together. String one bead and go back through the last bead from Step 13. Go back through the 5th and
6trh beads along the edge again.
Step 15
String 1 bead; go back through that last bead from Step 13, then back down through the next bead to the left in
that new 4-bead unit made. Go down the next 2 beads along the edge. Go through the side bead from the row on
the other side of beadwork. Add the 6mm bead to the inside of the heart in the pocket made.
Step 16
Add two beads. Go back through the next two beads that just made that last 4-bead unit. You should be coming
up from the row 3 side bead.
Step 17
Go up the next two side beads. Add one bead; go through the first bead added from Step 16. Go back up the two
side beads. Add the 6mm bead to the inside of the heart in the pocket made. This will help to keep it’s shape.
Step 18
Go back up the bead added in Step 17. String 3 beads. Go back through the bead added in Step 17 and back up
the next 2 beads. String 3 beads then go back through all beads again. Make a half hitch knot between 2 of the
side beads so you can go the opposite direction with your needle and thread. Come out the end bead (making
sure it is coming out the right side of the bead).
Step 19
Count 5 beads down along the edge of the beadwork. Go down the 5th and 6th beads on the edge. This will bring
the beads together. String one bead and go back through the last bead from Step 17. Go back through the 5 th and
6trh beads along the edge again.
Step 20
String 1 bead; go back through that last bead from Step 17, then back down through the next bead to the left in
that new 4-bead unit made. Go down the next 2 beads along the edge. Go through the side bead from the row on
the other side of beadwork. Add the 6mm bead to the inside of the heart in the pocket made.
Step 21
Go through the bead to the right of the last bead strung through. Add one bead and go back through the bead
strung in Step 20.
Step 22
Reinforce the entire beadwork multiple times, making sure to close up the gap between the two sides of the top of
the puffy heart by stringing back through all of the 4-bead units in the beadwork.
Step 23
Cut a piece of chain into two 9-inch lengths. Open one jump ring (see Opening and Closing a Jump Ring
Technique). Attach the jump ring between two beads on one side of the puffy heart at the top and one end of a 9inch length of chain. Close the jump ring. Repeat for the other side using the other piece of chain end.
Step 24
Open one 5mm jump ring, and attach it to one end of the chain. Close the jump ring.
Step 25
Open one 5mm jump ring and use it to attach the lobster clasp to the other end of the chain. Close the jump ring.

For step-by-step photos and instructions on these and other techniques, visit FusionBeads.com and
select Beading Techniques from the top navigation bar. You’ll find more Inspiration jewelry ideas at
FusionBeads.com!
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